
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS:          

Club: Waikato Racing Club Date: Sunday, 29 September 2013 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Slow(8), upgraded to Dead(6) retrospective R3 
Rail: 10 Metres 
Stewards: A Coles (Chairman), J Oatham, W Robinson, B Jones 
Typist: P Laboyrie 

 

GENERAL: (All comments pertaining to this meeting – e.g. drivers/riders not attending, delays and all other issues) 

 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY: (All adjourned inquiries and follow up information relating to previous meetings) 

 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: ARMADIO ESTRADA, FAIR SCRIPT, CALGACUS, REAL TREASURE, SINISTA, WAITAHA TOA, 

SANASAR 
Suspensions: Nil    

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Race  4 
 
4 
 
4 
 
4 

K Hillis ANYTHING GOES 
$100  [Rule 330(3)(c)]  Failed to make weight 
S Wenn HILTON JAMES 
$250.  Careless riding 1900 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 
S Wenn HILTON JAMES 
$150.  Excessive use of whip [Rule 638(3)(b)] 
J McKay VITALI 
$150.  Excessive use of whip [Rule 638(3)(b)] 

Warnings: Race  7 J Forbes MASTER DAAD 
Shifting ground 350 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 

Bleeders: Nil   

Horse Actions: Race 1 
6 

YANGMING – humanely euthanased 
ROBERTY BOB – humanely euthanased 

Medical Certificates: Issued to S Phelan, K Veenendaal, N Quinn, A Taylor and C Singer 

Rider Changes: Race  2  
5 
5 
6 
6 
7 
7 
 

FAIR SCRIPT – J Forbes for S Phelan 
MCCULLEY  - N Quinn for K Veenendaal 
SINISTA – C Studd for S Phelan  
MR COMPOSED – A Ihaka for S Phelan 
ROBERTY BOB – N Quinn for K Veenendaal 
EGG – W Cafferty for K Veenendaal  
BOLD MARINER – A Taylor for S Phelan 
 

Late Scratching: Nil   

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 RIOCH HURDLE 

BALLYRINA (N Quinn) began awkwardly and then was further hampered by JACK ROMANOV (I Lupton) which shifted in 
with BALLYRINA losing ground. 
XALTED (D Miller) raced ungenerously prior to jumping the first fence. 



 

 

CASH KINGDOM (J Forbes) jumped outwards at the second fence making contact with MARAVI (K Veenendaal). 
JACHIL (A Ihaka) was under pressure passing the 700 metres and was not persevered with being pulled up passing the 400 
metres and did not jump the final three fences.   
YANGMING (S Phelan) fell heavily at the third to last fence with YANGMING being euthanased by the veterinarian after 
suffering a fractured left shoulder.  Rider S Phelan was transferred to hospital for further evaluation.  Badly hampered by 
the fallen runner was MISS CRAZY DAISY (G Walsh), and to a lesser degree BALLYRINA, CASH KINGDOM and JACK 
ROMANOV.   
CASH KINGDOM put in a poor jump at the second to last fence.   
CASH KINGDOM ran down its fences throughout. 

Race 2 GRETNA HOTEL TAIHAPE HURDLE 

PARTY HORSE (C Singer) and CISKAY (N Quinn) were both slow away. 
WILLIAM OF ORANGE hit the second fence hard dislodging rider K Veenendaal.  K Veenendaal suffered concussion and as 
such is stood down from riding for three weeks.  Hampered in this incident was PARTY HORSE. 
PARTY HORSE was crowded at the third fence by the riderless horse which shifted out with PARTY HORSE losing ground. 
RIPDIDDLER (I Lupton) put in a poor jump at the fourth fence. 
STAGEHAND (A Ihaka) over-raced in the early stages when three wide without cover. 
STAGEHAND put in a poor jump at the fence near the 1300 metres. 
FAIR SCRIPT (J Forbes) landed awkwardly after jumping the fence near the 900 metres.   
As the injured rider was still on the track the field was directed around the third to last fence.   
STAGEHAND jumped the second to last fence poorly when well back. 
AMANPULO (M Mitchell) misjudged the final fence landing awkwardly. 
The favourite STAGEHAND commenced to give ground when placed under pressure passing the 600 metres finishing last.  
When questioned, A Ihaka felt that the gelding was unsuited by today’s improved track conditions.   
Race 3 GARRARDS HORSE AND HOUND HURDLE 

AROSE (W Cafferty) was slow away. 
TOBY CEE (J Forbes) began awkwardly. 
AROSE jumped the first fence poorly. 
READY EDDIE (D Miller) jumped the third fence poorly landing awkwardly. 
ZENOCOIN (M Mitchell) landed awkwardly after jumping the first fence on the second occasion.   
READY EDDIE hit the fence hard near the 900 metres. 
READY EDDIE hit the second to last fence hard landing awkwardly and losing momentum.   
TOBY CEE jumped indifferently throughout when well back.   

Race 4 IVAN, LEO & ROY ROBINSON MEMORIAL 2100 

Amateur rider K Hillis was permitted to ride ANYTHING GOES 1 kg over-weight as there was no replacement rider 
available.  K Hillis was fined $100. 
ASTANA (L Wheeler) jumped away awkwardly. 
KRASE (C Myers) was slow to begin. 
HAPPY MAN (W Donald) was slow to begin, and then was further hampered when runners on either side shifted 
ground. 
Approaching the winning post on the first occasion IL POVERINO (S Sutherland) had to check when crowded to the 
inside of REAL TREASURE (M Roustoby) which was taken in by HILTON JAMES (S Wenn).  Rider S Wenn admitted a 
breach of careless riding in that he allowed his mount to shift in when not clear.  After hearing submissions S Wenn 
was fined the sum of $250. 
AFFAIRE D’HONNEUR (M Northcott) over-raced in the early stages.   
HILTON JAMES was inclined to lay out throughout. 
KRASE raced wide without cover throughout.   
S Wenn the rider of HILTON JAMES admitted a breach under Rule 638(3)(b), excessive use of the whip, and was fined 
the sum of $150. 
J McKay the rider of VITALI was fined $150 for excessive use of the whip. 

Race 5 LAMMERMOOR FARM STEEPLECHASE 

Passing the 900 metres on the first occasion ASWORTHY (A Ihaka) had to be steadied off the heels of MCCULLEY (N 
Quinn).   
MCCULLEY put in a poor jump landing awkwardly over the fence near the 800 metres on the first occasion.   
IT’S A MESSAGE (M Mitchell) put in a poor jump at the first of the double on the first occasion.   
RADINKA (W Cafferty) landed awkwardly after jumping the second of the double on the first occasion. 
IT’S A MESSAGE hit the fence near the 1200 metres and dipped on landing.   
CONQUISTADOR (I Lupton) stumbled badly on landing after jumping that same fence near the 1200 metres. 



 

 

VICTORY MORGAN (G Walsh) jumped indifferently throughout at the rear and was pulled up passing the 800 metres.   
ASWORTHY pulled up prior to jumping the third last fence.   
WAI NOT (M Cropp) put in a poor jump at the second to last fence landing awkwardly and falling.  Both horse and 
rider were uninjured. 
JULES VERNE (C Singer) ran down the last fence and landed awkwardly dislodging its rider.   
WAI NOT underwent a post-race veterinary examination which showed signs of mild lameness in the right front leg.   

Race 6 PORRITT SAND STEEPLECHASE 

GOOSEBUMPS (D Miller) jumped the sixth fence indifferently and ran wide.   
ROBERTY BOB put in a poor jump at the fence near the 800 metres on the first occasion dislodging rider N Quinn.  
ROBERTY BOB was found to have fractured the left elbow in this incident and was humanely euthanased.  N Quinn 
was attended to by the doctor and ambulance personnel and transferred to Waikato Hospital for further evaluation.  
Hampered in this incident were BALLY HEIGHTS (C Studd) and MR COMPOSED (A Ihaka).   
MISTER DEEJAY (W Cafferty) jumped the fence passing the 1000 metres awkwardly and fell.   
Due to the fall at the fence near the 800 metres on the first circuit the field was directed away from the steeplechase 
course on the second circuit running around the course proper on the bend and not jumping the two fences on the 
steeplechase course.  When changing course STAINLEY (I Lupton) and WAITAHA TOA (M Cropp) made the turn 
awkwardly. 
STAINLEY misjudged the second last fence and fell.  Both horse and rider were uninjured.   
MR COMPOSED put in a poor jump at the last fence.  

Race 7 WAIKATO FARRIERS HIGHWEIGHT 

This race was officially put back to 4.58 pm due to a further ambulance being required to transfer N Quinn to hospital.   
ZAH OFF (A Ihaka) began awkwardly losing ground. 
SANASAR (M Mitchell) began awkwardly shifting out abruptly hampering EGG (W Cafferty) with both those runners 
losing ground.   
MASTER DAAD (J Forbes) began awkwardly shifting out making firm contact with ST MIA (D Miller). 
FAST PROFIT (C Thornton) shifted out shortly after jumping away making contact with DANDEE BOY (C Studd) which 
became briefly unbalanced losing ground. 
MASTER DAAD when over-racing near the 1500 metres shifted out abruptly into the line of SANASAR which when 
shifting out to avoid that runner’s heels made solid contact with the hind quarters of BOLD MARINER (A Taylor) which 
became unbalanced.  MASTER DAAD then continued to race ungenerously until passing the 800 metres. 
KOJACK (M Cropp) hung inwards in the final straight. 
Passing the 350 metres EL CORBY (G Walsh) had to check when crowded to the inside of BOLD MARINER which was 
taken in by ENCHARM (D Nolan) which shifted in and away from MASTER DAAD.  J Forbes was issued with a warning. 
EL CORBY hung outwards in the final straight hampering MASTER DAAD near the 50 metres and to a lesser degree 
DANDEE BOY.  An inquiry was opened and adjourned into the reasons for IT’S A MONTY (C Singer) falling inside the 
final 50 metres.  BOLD MARINER which was following was brought down by the fallen horse.  Both A Taylor and C 
Singer were transferred to Waikato Hospital for further evaluation.  IT’S A MONTY lay on the track for a short period 
before regaining its feet.   
IT’S A MONTY raced wide without cover throughout. 

 
 
 


